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Here are links to some important information about using RSS to feed content to your mail program or browser.

- What is RSS? How does it work?
- How Email really works.
- How to:
  - Add RSS to Safari.
  - Add RSS to Various Mail Programs.
  - View the H-Net Commons in Your Outlook 2007.
  - View the H-Net Commons in Your Outlook 2010.
  - Add RSS to Your Thunderbird Mail Program.

You can always subscribe to an RSS feed from your browser window (look for the orange RSS icon in the address bar or on the page and click on it) or in any of dozens of free news aggregators like bloglines. You can also get feeds on your Android, iPhone, or Windows tablet or phone.

How Do I Get H-Net Feeds?

Find the RSS Feeds beneath the right-side menu on any network front page, click the RSS icon next to the option from the type of content you want to receive via RSS feed for that network. You can choose the network's Discussions, Reviews, Media, or Blogs.
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WELCOME

We are a moderated multi-disciplinary forum for discussion and dissemination of scholarship on urban history and urban studies. As a member of H-Net (Humanities and Social Sciences Online), H-Urban has no geographical or chronological boundaries. Thus, we welcome the involvement of scholars, professionals, and graduate students who are interested in urban places and processes across the globe and in all eras.

Recent Content

Discussion published by Howard Spodek on Monday, May 16, 2016

Seeking scholars studying wide arrays of forces active in shaping single cities

Howard Spodek

A variety of forces interacting in shaping the city's transformations. I am planning ten chapters, the first seven are complete in draft.

1. The Municipal Corporation
2. The Regional Planning Authority
3. The leading local planners
4. Efforts at historic preservation
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Discussion published by Matthew Davis on Thursday, May 12, 2016

CFP: Cities and disasters: urban adaptability and resilience in history

CALL FOR PAPERS

Cities and disasters: urban adaptability and resilience in history

Institute of Historical Research, University of London

3-4 November 2016